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Hydrogen-induced modifications to the electronic structure of intermetallic
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Abstract

First principles electronic structure calculations are reported for hydrogen absorbing intermetallic compounds belonging to an important
class of Laves phases: the superconducting AB compounds (with A5Zr, Hf; B5V). The C-15 Laves phases Zr Hf V have a2 x 12x 2

maxmaximum superconducting critical temperature of T 5 10 K for x 5 0.5. The large value of the electron–phonon coupling constant ofc

these intermetallic compounds is mainly associated with the existence of high peaks in the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy,
E . In contrast, the hydrogen-rich phases are not superconducting. We analyze the modifications in the electronic states at E due to theF F

formation of hydrides and discuss the observed changes in the superconducting properties, the magnetic susceptibility and the electronic
specific heat coefficient. The metal–hydrogen interactions are analyzed in terms of partial wave decomposition of the DOS. These results
are used to interpret the available photoemission and X-ray emission spectra.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction the local density approximation (LDA) of the density
functional theory (DFT). We used the self-consistent linear

Among the intermetallic compounds, the Laves phases muffin-tin orbitals method (LMTO) within the atomic
have been widely investigated in connection with their sphere approximation (ASA), and the so-called combined
superconducting and magnetic properties [1], and also as correction terms were included to account for the overlap
structural materials due to their high melting temperature of the atomic spheres. Scalar relativistic corrections were
and high strength, and as hydrogen storage materials. taken into account, but spin–orbit coupling was ignored.
Besides the rich field of potential applications of the Laves The exchange and correlation term of the crystal potential
phase hydrides, an understanding of the modifications of was calculated within the von Barth–Hedin approach. The
the electronic and magnetic properties on hydrogen absorp- sampling of the Brillouin zones was carefully tested and
tion is of fundamental interest. the densities of states were calculated in a 1-mRy mesh

In the superconducting AB Laves phases, with A5Zr,2 with the linear energy tetrahedron method.
Hf and B5V, with superconducting critical temperatures
T 5 8 K for ZrV and T 5 9 K for HfV [2], the electron–c 2 c 2

phonon coupling is expected to be strongly affected by
3. Results and discussionboth the lattice expansion and the change in the nature of

the electronic states at E on hydrogen absorption.F
ZrV crystallizes within the C-15 cubic phase aboveUsing ab-initio band structure calculations, we studied 2

T 5 100 K and undergoes a martensitic rhombohedralthe electronic properties of superconducting ZrV and HfV m2 2
distortion below this temperature [3]. The interplay be-and analyze their modifications in the corresponding
tween structural and superconducting transitions, alsohydrogen-rich phases.
observed in A-15 superconducting materials such as V Si3

and Nb Sn, was widely discussed in the mid-1970s since3

the two transitions are indicative of a large electron–2. Computational method
phonon coupling.

In this paper we focus mainly on the electronic struc-The band structure calculations were performed using
tures of the intermetallic compounds in their high tempera-

*Corresponding author. ture cubic phases and on their hydrides.
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found to decrease by 35% from its value in the cubic
phase. This result is consistent with the sharp decrease of
the magnetic susceptibility observed at T [2]. It ism

interesting to point out in this connection that two distinct
superconducting transitions differing by 1 K have been
observed experimentally [7]. It was suggested that the two
phases are superconducting, with the higher T valuec

attributed to small amounts of untransformed cubic C-15
phase.

The electronic structure of ZrV H was calculated using2 4

the structural data of Didisheim et al. [8] in the low
temperature tetragonal phase in which the H atoms order at
one of the Zr V sites. The corresponding total DOS is2 2

plotted in Fig. 1b. The metal–H bonding states form four
bands per formula unit, extending from 210.3 and 24.4
eV below E . In this energy range, the hydrogen inter-F

action with Zr is slightly larger but of the same order of
magnitude as that with the V states. The contribution of the
transition metal (TM) d states to the metal–H bonding is
dominant, followed by the TM p and to a lesser extent
TM s contributions.

Fig. 1. Total densities of states, full line curves, left-hand-side scales; The DOS at E , which amounts to 3.26 states of bothF
number of electrons, dashed line curves, right-hand-side scales. (a) ZrV2 spins /eV unit cell, is much lower than in the pure
high temperature C-15 cubic phase, (b) ZrV H .2 4 intermetallic.

In the hydride, as in the pure intermetallic, the states at
The total density of states of the cubic phase of ZrV is E mostly have a V d character. In contrast to the pure2 F

plotted in Fig. 1a. The Fermi energy falls in the transition intermetallic, the TM p contribution at E is much smaller.F

metal (TM)–d bonding bands close to a peak of the DOS. The TM p states are found to participate in the metal–
In agreement with previous work [4,5] the DOS at E is hydrogen low energy states.F

found to be high and dominated by the V 3d states, which The total densities of states of the high temperature
give a much larger contribution at E than the Zr 4d states, cubic phase of HfV is plotted in Fig. 2a. Besides smallF 2

as shown in Table 1. The large value of the DOS at E ,F

11.98 states of both spins /eV unit cell, is consistent with
the large magnetic susceptibility [2], 3.8 emu/g-atom
above T , as well as with the value of the electronicm

specific heat coefficient g obtained from low temperature
microcalorimetry [2,6]. In the rhombohedral phase, due to
the symmetry lowering, the Van Hove singularities of the
DOS are considerably smoothed. The total DOS at E isF

Table 1
Total density of states at the Fermi energy N(E ) and the partial densitiesF

of states of s, p, d, f types of atomic sites (states /eV unit cell both spin) of
the intermetallic compounds in their high temperature cubic phases, and
their hydrides

N(E ) Atom n n n nF s p d f

ZrV 11.98 Zr 0.03 1.16 1.53 0.092

V 0.06 0.75 3.18 0.09

HfV 7.53 Hf 0.02 0.65 1.152

V 0.04 0.56 2.25

ZrV H 3.26 Zr 0.01 0.05 0.602 4

V 0.01 0.08 1.14
H 0.01 0.03

HfV H 2.81 Hf 0.01 0.02 0.412 4 Fig. 2. Total densities of states, full line curves, left-hand-side scales;
V 0.01 0.08 1.02

number of electrons, dashed line curves, right-hand-side scales. (a) HfV2H 0.01 0.03
high temperature C-15 cubic phase, (b) HfV H .2 4
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(1)Kdifferences in the band widths due to different lattice angular character l at the K site, n is the correspondingl

parameters and spatial orbital extension, the general fea- partial DOS of a free scatterer and N (E ) the total DOS↑ F

tures are similar to those describes above for ZrV . As in per spin, at E .2 F

ZrV , E is close to a peak of the DOS. The decrease in the At the metal sites, the electronic contribution h is2 F metal

value of the DOS at E associated with the lattice found to be dominated by the p–d scattering mechanism.F

distortion in the low temperature phase amounts to ¯10%; The d–f term is much smaller, particularly at the Zr site.
it is found to be smaller than for ZrV . The DOS of For ZrV , in its cubic C-15 phase, h amounts to 5.82 2 metal

2˚HfV H calculated with structural low temperature ordered eV/(A) .2 4

phase data [9] is plotted in Fig. 2b. It is characterized by At the H sites, the s phase shifts are close to the value
low energy TM–H bonding states of total width ¯6 eV. p /2. However, in this hydride, the partial DOS of s type at
The Hf contribution to the metal–H bonding is larger but the H site at E is extremely small because E falls in theF F

of the same order of magnitude as the V–H interaction. In TM d bands unlike in superconducting Pd–H where
the hydride, the DOS at E decreases by 62.7% from its metal d bands are filled. h is estimated to only 0.1F H

2˚value in the pure intermetallic. eV/(A) . Thus the total value of the electronic term h

The band width and structures obtained in the calculated decreases by 78% from the pure intermetallic to the
DOS of ZrV and ZrV H are in good agreement with UV hydride due to a drastic reduction of the contribution at the2 2 4

and X-ray photoemission data [10] and X-ray emission metal sites and to the negligible value of h . The absenceH

spectroscopic results [11]. of detailed experimental data on the phonon contributions
Dreßler et al. [12] studied the effect of suppression of precludes further estimation of l.

the martensitic phase transformation on the superconduc- Nevertheless, it is clear that the observed disappearance
tivity; they found that quenching of the cubic phase of superconductivity in the hydrogen-rich compound is
resulted in a small decrease of the superconducting transi- associated with the drastic decrease in the total DOS at EF

tion of the order of 1 K. as well as with the change in the character of the electronic
The results of electronic structure calculations can be states of p type at E .F

used in conjunction with experimental data on the vi-
brational properties to estimate the electron–phonon cou-
pling constant l which essentially determines the value of 4. Conclusions
the superconducting transition temperature T . In his studyC

of transition metals, McMillan [13] showed that l can be We have studied the hydrogen-induced modifications to
written in terms of the ratio of an ‘electronic’ contribution the electronic structure of the superconducting Laves
h to a ‘phonon’ contribution. For compounds with a large phases ZrV and HfV . We show that the electronic2 2
mass ratio between the two constituent atoms, such as contribution of the electron–acoustic phonon coupling is
metal hydrides, an approximation for l has been proposed: drastically reduced due to a large decrease of the DOS at

E on hydrogen absorption and a change in the orbitalFh hmetal H
]]]]] ]]]]l ¯ 1 5 l 1 l (1) character of the states. The electronic contribution of the2 2 metal HM kv l M kv lmetal acoustic H optic electron–optical phonon is very small because the Fermi

level of the hydride falls in the TM d bands. For these2where M is the atomic mass, kv l is the second moment of
reasons, the hydrides are not superconducting.

the renormalized phonon frequencies, and the electronic
contribution h is the product of the DOS at E by the meanF

2square of the electron–phonon matrix element kI l, as
Acknowledgementsdefined by McMillan [13]. Using the rigid-ion approxi-

mation and expanding the Bloch functions into their
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